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Abstract
Today, the banking sector has been a target for many phishing attackers. The use of email as an
electronic means of communication during working hours and mostly for official purposes has
made it a lucrative attack vector. With the rapid growth of technology, phishing techniques have
advanced as seen in the millions of cash lost by banks through email phishing yearly. This
continues to be the case despite investments in spam filtering tools, monitoring tools as well as
creating user awareness, through training of banking staff on how they can easily identify a
phishing email.
To protect bank users and prevent the financial loses through phishing attacks, it important to
understand how phishing works as well as the techniques used to achieve it. Moreover, there is a
great need to implement an anti-phishing algorithm that collectively checks against phishing
linguistic techniques, existence of malicious links and malicious attachments. This can lead to an
increase in the performance and accuracy of the designed tool towards detecting and flagging
phishing emails thus preventing them from being read by target. Evolutionary prototyping
methodology was applied during this research. The advantages are in the fact that it enabled
continuous analysis and supervised learning of the algorithm development until the desired
outcome was achieved.
This research aimed at understanding the characteristic of phishing emails, towards achieving
defence in depth through creation of an algorithm for detecting and flagging phishing emails. In
this research, we have implemented a client-based anti-phishing algorithm. The algorithm is able
to analyse phishing links, identify malicious email attachments and perform text classification
using a Naïve Bayes classifier to identify phishing terms in a new unread email. It then flags the
email as malicious and sends it to the spam folder. Therefore the user only gets clean emails in the
inbox folder.
Keywords: Phishing, Evolutionary Prototyping, Linguistic Processing Techniques, Natural
Processing Language, Classifier, Naïve Bayes Algorithm, Training.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
1.1 Background
The term Phishing originated in the early 1990s during which the mode of hacking then was via
phones. The word ‘Phishing’, coined from the word ‘Fishing’ by the then hackers, refers to the
malicious act of luring target users to a fake or mimic website through sending them fake e-mails
with redirect links and malwares present in form of executable files in email attachments (Sagar,
Naresh, & Reddy, 2013; Jakobsson & Myers, 2006). This helps them acquire user’s personal
information such as account numbers, passport numbers, nationality, card id numbers, user names
and passwords for fraud and theft purposes.
Today, many organizations use email platforms as a formal source of communication. These
platforms could either be internally hosted, for example, Microsoft outlook hosted on an internal
organization server accessed by everyone in the domain network, or use of external email services
not owned by the organization such as Gmail, Yahoo and other search engines. Research by
Wombat Security Technologies found out that phishing attacks continue to increase with negative
impacts such as malware infections being at 42%, compromising of user accounts at 22% and data
loss getting the weight of 4% in the survey of successful phishing attacks (Mackowiak, 2016).
Research indicates that at most 30% of phishing emails are read, making it a preferred attacking
vector. With such a higher success rate, use of malicious email attachments and re-direct links
have been the top attack mechanisms of choice by the attackers apart from other attack vectors
such as web driven attacks, malware download attacks and attacks through network propagation
(Verizon, 2016). It is of great importance to note that phishing attacks in organizations cause a lot
of damage not only in terms of data loss but it may lead to huge monetary loss. For example, the
Carbanak attack, which according to Kaspersky lab stole $1 billion from close to 100 banks
(Cloudmark, 2016).
From an email platform perspective, this research aims at preventing phishing emails from
reaching the target user. It provides a client based mechanism which reviews links in phishing
emails, checks for any malicious attachments, and applies linguistic processing techniques by
looking at the commonly used phishing terms in malicious emails within the banking sector.
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1.2 Problem Statement
Bank customers and staff members, especially those in high positions such C.E.Os, are usually the
prime targets as regards phishing email attacks (Bank Phishing Scams, 2016). Reports indicate
that the top three industries most affected by phishing attacks are Internet Service providers,
Finance and Payment Services industries (Dalasta, 2016). Sadly, most people affected by phishing
understand largely the need to keep data confidential and away from unauthorized access.
Moreover, phishing emails usually resemble the actual legitimate emails sent by the banks.
This leaves the users with only one way of recognizing phishing emails, that is being keen and
vigilant on all visual parts of an email such the logos, message and fonts, which becomes hard
given that a busy user would at the very least recognize a well mimicked phishing email
(Symantec, 2016). Therefore, there exists a need for research on better ways of detect phishing
emails and alert the user thereof or prevent the emails from reaching the users.
This research reviewed the key elements of phishing emails within the banking sector. The main
aim is to provide a client-based, improved way of phishing email classification, filtering, and
preventing the user from opening and responding to the phishing emails.
1.3 Aim
The main aim of this research is to create a client-based email phishing detection algorithm that
would detect and prevent bank staff from responding to phishing emails thus helping banks to
reduce the number of phishing email attacks.
1.4 Specific Objectives
(i)

To identify the various types of phishing.

(ii)

To investigate linguistic techniques used in phishing emails.

(iii)

To develop and test a client-based algorithm that captures filters against linguistic
techniques, malicious links and malicious attachments used by attackers in phishing
emails.

(iv)

To validate the accuracy of the algorithm.
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1.5 Research Questions
(i)

What are the various types of phishing?

(ii)

What are the linguistic techniques that can be applied to email phishing?

(iii)

How can malicious links be identified in an email?

(iv)

How can malicious attachments be identified in an email?

(v)

How will the accuracy of the algorithm be validated?

1.6 Justification
The formal way of communication within the banking sector between bank and corporates, or bank
to customer is mainly through use of emails. With the busy nature of this field and the ever-growing
skill of email phishing attackers, it becomes hard to rely on user awareness and training as the
major source of equipping users in bid to reduce the number of attacks of this nature (Cloudmark,
2016). Therefore, there is need to enable existent email platforms to detect phishing emails, in as
much as attackers come up with different tricks (linguistic techniques) as regards phishing emails
with the intention of luring users for malicious purposes (Yasin & Aduhasan, 2016). With time,
such a solution will greatly reduce the number of email phishing attacks (Babu, Achanta, Murty,
& Swapna, 2012).
1.7 Scope and Limitation
This research was totally focused on the linguistic techniques that are used in banking phishing
emails, the various common techniques used to obscure redirecting links to a mimic site and also
finding a way of detecting malicious email attachments. The training dataset of the classifier
contained only those frequent words derived from a pool of reported banking phishing emails.
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Chapter 2: Literature Review
2.1 Overview
This research focuses on phishing email attacks within the banking sector. Generally, phishing
attacks take place as follows (Chipuric, 2015; Sagar, Naresh, & Reddy, 2013): The attacker first
creates a counterfeit website to masquerade the legitimate website. The attacker proceeds to send
numerous spoofed emails to the target client. The emails usually look so authentic to the extent
that some of them are hard to differentiate from the legitimate ones at a mere glance. The emails
contain messages that intend to convince or lure the target to their plea. The targeted people then
receive and open the email, click on the links therein which redirect them to the mimic sites where
they unknowingly enter their personal information.
This research focuses on formulating techniques so as to address the prevalent phishing attacks
within the banking sector through analysing re-directing links and attachments as well as
implementing a robust linguistic technique. In this case, linguistic techniques means having a good
text classification technique that captures key words used in the phishing email. The interest is
thus not stemming from the number of times a keyword appears (Chandrasekaran, Narayanan, &
Upadhyaya, 2006; Hautzer, Helbig, & Schiefer, 1997), such that we can say if the word password
appears 10 times then phishing is likely to be the case. The focus is integrating the evidence of
probable phishing keywords obtained from text classification together with the analysis of present
malicious links and attachments.
2.2 Types of Phishing
Phishing attacks mostly target confidential information such as user names, passwords, social
security numbers, passport numbers, credit card numbers, bank account numbers, pin numbers,
birthdates, and mother’s maiden names among others. Phishing can be categorized into two
(Jakobsson & Myers, 2006), namely:
(i) Visual-Similarity-Based Phishing.
(ii) Malware-Based Phishing.
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2.2.1 Visual-Similarity-Based Phishing
This entails sending large amounts of spoofed emails, asking the recipients to click on embedded
links. The hyperlinks, at a mere glance, are usually hard to suspect making it easy for a user to
click on them without know the intent. Major researches done regarding phishing via visual
similarities are The Intelligent Phishing Website Detection and Prevention System by Using Link
Guard Algorithm (Sagar, Naresh, & Reddy, 2013).
The linkguard algorithm majorly focused on the structure of hyperlinks. A hyperlink consists of
the universal resource identifier (URL) and the anchor text. The URL or web address is a reference
to a specific web resource while the anchor text displays descriptive information about the URL.
For

example:

<a>

href=http://www.strathmore.edu/en/study-at-strathmore>Study

at

Strathmore</a>. The anchor text, the part that the user sees, is Study at Strathmore, while the value
of the href attribute is the URL.
Attackers strive at the fact that the URL is usually not visible to the user unless upon hovering on
the button or the anchor text. The anchor text can thus be Study at Strathmore while the attacker
has set a different URL value, which ends up redirecting the user to a different location. On this
basis, the linkguard research went on to categorize email phishing techniques as:
i.

Attack techniques in which the domain names in the anchor text are legitimate but the URL
points to a different web resource.

ii.

Use of dotted or number format on the URL instead of the actual domain name.
Organizations mostly issue domain names for access but not their actual private or public
addresses.

iii.

Use of encoding schemes, for example, forming links by encoding alphabets corresponding
to their ASCII codes or use of special characters such as @ on the anchor text.

iv.

Use of masqueraded URI in the anchor text with added letters but very similar to the URL
of the legitimate site, for example: <a href =http://www.paypal-cgi.us/wenscr.php?
cmd=Login>Click Here</a>. The above URL seem to be from PayPal, Inc United States
but that is not the case.

v.

Attackers take advantage of the vulnerabilities that exists on the targeted websites such as
Cross-site scripting on the legitimate website and thereafter use this vulnerability to
redirect the users to their phishing sites. For example:
5

<a

href

=”http://culnm.co.ke/items/jfgredir.php?rDirl=http://201.241.242.7/”>Click

Here</a> which redirects to http://201.241.242.7, the phishing site, due to cross-site
scripting vulnerabilities in the culnm.co.ke site.
Phishing based on visual similarities is also the technique used in Bitsquatting attacks. Bitsquatting
follows the same attack vector in that it involves the registration of a domain name with one bit
different from another domain that is more popular (Dinaburg, 2016). The main problem here is
to differentiate between the popular websites domain and the bitsquat domain. Examples of
bitsquat domains are aeazon.com, microsmft.com for amazon.com and microsoft.com respectively
(Dinaburg, 2016).Search Engine Indexing can also be used to perform phishing based on visual
similarities, where the fake web pages with attractive offers created by the attacker get indexed
favourably by a search engine, so that a user would stumble upon it (Biju, Chiong, & Seibu, 2005).
2.2.2 Malware-Based Phishing
This type of phishing usually involves the installing of malicious software on the victim’s machine.
Thereafter, the malware gathers confidential information from the victim (Jakobsson & Myers,
2006; Gudkova, Maria, Nadezhda, & Tatyana, 2016). In this case, the malware does the same job
as that of a re-direct-to masqueraded site, upon clicking on the phishing links. This type of phishing
incorporates malwares such as key loggers, Trojans via attachments and hosts file poisoning
(Akabar, Nukur, & Hartel, 2014).
2.3 Linguistic Processing Techniques
Linguistic processing techniques involves analysing and representing text for purposes of
categorization and classification in order to arrive at a particular decision or conclusion based on
the findings (Desai, Mukti, & Giyanani, 2014). The main aim is to enable the algorithm to learn
based on the predefined logic through continuous training so that it can understand and analyse
future events.
An example of a linguistic processing technique commonly used is the Natural Processing
Language. NPL relies on machine learning to automatically learn by analysing a given set (these
could either be a large corpus, like a book, or as small as a collection of sentences), and thereafter
making statically inference on the training dataset. In general, the more data analysed, the more
accurate the model becomes (Kiser, 2016).
6

2.3.1 Natural Language Processing
Natural Language Processing consists to a set of techniques, which are helpful in solving text
related problems (Kaggle, 2015). A document consists of a group of words ordered in sequence
conveying a desired meaning. We can be interested in the order of words, the sequence followed,
the number of words and the count of particular words in the referred set such that in the end we
derive a desired set commonly referred to as a bag of words (Chiang, 2015; Bird & Loper, 2009).
However, the process of classification and categorization of text takes place in two stages namely:
the Training stage and the Prediction stage (Sharma, 2015). During the training phase, an extractor
transforms each input e.g. email content into a feature set. The resulting features are the baseline
for basic information about inputs, each to be used for categorization. They may include extracted
words from phishing emails such as Account, Send and Click Here, which are the references for
categorizing emails. The pairs of feature sets and labels such as the keywords are the fed into the
machine-learning algorithm to produce a model.
Afterwards follows the prediction phase (Sharma, 2015). It entails use of the same extractor to
transform unobserved inputs to feature sets that are fed into the model to produce predicted labels.
Figure 2.1 shows the text classification process:

Figure 2.1 Text Classification Process (Adapted from Sharma, 2015)
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2.3.2 Algorithms used in Text Classification
As mentioned earlier, there are several algorithms used in test classification to achieve a classifier
model. They include Random Forest, J48, SVM, MLP, K-Nearest Neighbour and Bayes Net
algorithms. We however look into Naïve Bayes algorithm because:
i. It is a probabilistic classifier based on the Bayes’ Theorem with strong (naïve)
independence assumptions between the features (Saed, 2017).
ii. It requires only a small number of training data to estimate the parameters for classification.
iii. It performs well in case of categorical input variables compared to numerical variables
(Sunil, 2015).
iv. This research does not entirely depend on the outcomes of the classifier as much as it would
achieve classification to a great deal. It also looks into the integration of the classifier
results with phishing links and other phishing email components such as available email
attachments, in order to finalize its evaluation.
2.3.3 Naïve Bayes Algorithm
Naïve Bayes Algorithm is a conditional probability type of classifier under the Bayes’ theorem,
which describes the probability of an event based on prior knowledge of conditions related to the
event. For example, if phishing emails are arrived at due existence of phishing email keywords,
then a particular keyword can be used to more accurately assess the probability that a particular
email is indeed a phishing email, compared to the assessment of the probability of phishing emails
made without considering that particular keyword.
Bayes’ theorem:
𝑷(𝑨 |𝑩) =

𝑷(𝑩 |𝑨)𝑷(𝑨)
𝑷(𝑩)

, Where 𝑨 and 𝑩 are events and 𝑷(𝑩) ≠ 𝟎. 𝑷(𝑨) and 𝑷(𝑩) are the

probabilities of observing 𝑨 and 𝑩 independently. 𝑷(𝑨|𝑩) Represents conditional probability,
which is the probability of observing event 𝑨 given that 𝑩 is true. 𝑷(𝑩 |𝑨) represents the
probability of observing the event 𝑩 given that 𝑨 is true.
Using Naïve Bayes Algorithm, on a given classification problem 𝒙 = (𝒙𝟏 , … . . , 𝒙𝒏 ) where 𝑛
represent the number of independent features, it assigns to this instance probabilities
𝒑(𝑪𝒌 |𝒙𝟏 , … . . , 𝒙𝒏 ) for each of 𝑲 possible outcomes or classes 𝑪𝒌 :
8

𝒑(𝑪𝒌 | 𝒙) =

𝒑(𝑪𝒌 )𝒑(𝒙 | 𝑪𝒌 )
𝒑(𝒙)

Using Bayes’ theorem (Saed, 2017), we result get:
𝒑𝒐𝒔𝒕𝒆𝒓𝒊𝒐𝒓 =

𝒑𝒓𝒊𝒐𝒓 ×𝒍𝒊𝒌𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒉𝒐𝒐𝒅
𝒆𝒗𝒊𝒅𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒆

Where:

(i) Posterior probability 𝒑(𝑪| 𝒙), is the probability of the target 𝑪 (in our case could be the
probability of phishing email) given the predictor 𝒙 (a Keyword fed to the classifier).
(ii) 𝒑(𝑪) - The prior probability of the target.
(iii)𝒑(𝒙 | 𝑪) - The likelihood i.e. the probability of the predictor given the target.
(iv) 𝒑(𝒙) - The probability of the predictor.
Figure 2.2 illustrates an example involving suggestions of playing golf given a particular weather.
We calculate the posterior probability first by constructing a frequency table for each attribute
against the target. Secondly, we transform the frequency tables to likelihood tables and finally use
the Naïve Bayes equation to calculate the posterior probability of each class. The class with the
highest probability is the outcome of the prediction (Saed, 2017).

Figure 2.2 Example of Naïve Bayes application (Adapted from Sayad, 2017)
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2.4 Spam Filtering
Spam entails the flooding of the internet with many copies of the same email with the aim of
forcing the email to reach people who would ideally not choose to receive it. Information about
the target is acquired from stealing mail lists or searching target addresses on the web (Thakur,
2017). Mail servers are usually protected from spam emails through configuration of spam filters,
creation of rules such as blocking bulk email sending and querying of anti-spam records of the
sender server or prior server during the email transmission.
Spam filters are applications installed and configured along with the mail servers to filter against
spam emails. They enable one to configure certain filtering rules or decide what activities should
be filtered or not. As per their setting they can be viewed as a subset of Spam engines which work
at transport level normally installed on server hosting hub. Examples of spam engines are McAfee
(McAfee, 2017) and Microsoft Forefront Endpoint Protection for Microsoft Exchange.
Here, all incoming emails pass through Microsoft Forefront first. The malicious identified emails
can either be dropped or quarantined while the clean emails get forwarded to Microsoft Exchange
(Microsoft, 2011). Microsoft exchange queues emails and authenticates to the active directory
before forwarding the emails to the respective users. Other spam engines such as Anti-Spam engine
access the user account via the web hosting control panel called cpanel. Some of the features of an
anti-spam engine include virus and worm scanning, outbound message filtering, secure message
delivery via transport layer security and quarantine management.
Examples of spam filters include SpamAssasin and MailScanner which can be installed together
with antivirus applications such as ClaimAV (Mathews, 2017). Spam filters check the source of
the message, the software used to send the message and finally the body message content. This
entails looking for words frequently used in spam emails such as Click Here, Free, and Now among
others. When the above conditions which trigger a particular score are met, for example email has
a positive score of two, the spam filter locks the message and sends it to the spam folder.
Most spam emails are usually sent with forged addresses thus email servers lookup the sender
domains to establish and validate the sender as either spam or genuine. This is made possible
through use of anti-spam records which consist of Sender Policy Framework, reverse Domain
Name Server records, Domain Keys Identified Mail and Server reputation.
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The Sender Policy Framework available in the server enables domain owner to add a file on the
server specific to his domain name thus indicating ownership of the same upon performed lookups.
The reverse DNS enables the hostname of the mail server to map to its IP address while Domain
Key enables verification of the sender’s domain (Mathews, 2017). Spam emails can also be
blocked through checking against the mail server blacklist. An example of mail server blacklist is
Spamlop. Spam emails can also be prevented at server level by blocking of the spamming IP
addresses using a firewall.
However, an attacker can use a real mailer or public mail server such as Amazon, Microsoft, and
Gmail in attempt to trick the spam filter. This is due to the fact that blocking of the IP addresses
of the public mail server in attempt to prevent spamming would prevent communication by other
legitimate users on the same domain. It is not effective as the attacker can use another public mail
server to send the same spam emails again. In bid to trick spam filters the attacker can embed links
on images or even use homographs and eventually end up bypassing the email filter (Osman,
2014).
Moreover, web mails such as Gmail have implemented antivirus scanners which scan attachments
at the time that they are being uploaded. Unfortunately, these scanners normally check for viruses
only (ComboFix, 2017). They are also prone to false positives. Previous research on spam mail
filtering techniques using different decision tree classifiers have been done with the aim of
identifying how accurate text classification can be as regards spam detection. The conclusion was
that high level of accuracy can be achieved with a properly justified scope of improvement in terms
of false positives (Sarit & Mondal, 2012; Yasin & Aduhasan, 2016; Babu, Achanta, Murty, &
Swapna, 2012).
2.5 Conclusion
Based on the literature reviewed, the conclusion is that with spam protection at server level as well
as the incorporation of spam filters, users still get phishing emails. Therefore, there still exists a
gap and need for in-depth defence which can be achieved through the use of a client-based phishing
detection algorithm. The algorithm would base its analysis on an integrated approach, by
collectively looking at the linguistic techniques used by the attackers, performing link analysis and
analysing email attachments of all new unread emails that reach the client. This will go a long way
in making sure the client only gets clean and safe emails in their inbox email folder.
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Chapter 3: Research Methodology
3.1 Overview
In this chapter, this research explains the selected research methodology, the reasons why that
methodology is preferable, the research design, data collection and analysis techniques used. The
chapter comprises of the following key aspects: system development methodology, requirements
gathering and analysis, data collection, data analysis and ethical considerations.
3.2 System Development Methodology
One of the best methodologies to use for building adaptive machine learning systems is the
rapid/evolutionary/cyclical Prototyping (Neil & Brewerton, 2005). The Evolutionary development
methodology enables an early and quick approximation of the final product. After initial
development, the prototype is tested and thereafter reworked as necessary to meet the required
expectations.
This research adapted the Evolutionary Prototyping Methodology. The methodology has six main
development phases. They consist of Requirements Gathering and Analysis, System Design,
Implementation (Build Prototype), System Debugging/Testing, User Evaluation, and Deliver to
user (Fadi, 2006). Figure 3.1 shows the repetitive nature of each phase during system development:
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Figure 3.1 Evolutionary Prototyping (Adapted from Fadi, 2006)
3.3 Requirements Gathering and Analysis
This phase was covered to greater extend in the first two chapters when coming up with the
objectives and proceeding to do the literature review. This enabled a clear definition of the problem
and assessing whether the use of an adaptive system was most appropriate in achieving the set
objectives.
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3.3.1 Data Collection
Data collection involved acquisition of phishing emails for implementing and testing the classifier.
The phishing emails were acquired from the bank’s email server and online organizations that have
storage of reported banking phishing email attacks such as Berkeley Information Security and
Policy (Open Berkeley, 2017) and Phish Tank.
3.4 System Analysis and Design
System analysis and design involved the following:
3.4.1 System Analysis
This entailed coming up with the conceptual design. It also involved capturing all the key process
aspects that the algorithm needed to look at while identifying a phishing email. This was in line
with the findings from the data collection of various phishing emails. It was helpful in designing
the algorithm, making sure it met the requirements needed to prevent phishing emails from
reaching the target.
3.4.2 System Design
The design phase was as per the results of the analysis. It will entailed coming up with the use case
diagram, sequence diagram, class diagram and the entity relation diagram.
3.4.3 Research Design
The purpose of this research is to develop an adaptive anti-phishing algorithm for banking. To
come up with a well-functioning algorithm, previously done algorithms are analysed to form a
basis of research requirements (Okstate, 2017). This research employed Quantitative research
techniques to this regard. It helped in supervised learning through use of Naïve Bayes theorem to
create a classifier, updating it from time to time, in order to improve on the accuracy of the
algorithm.
3.5 Implementation
As mentioned above and shown in Figure 3.1, this research employed evolutionary prototyping.
The programming language used for algorithm development was Python 2.7. This is due to its
simplistic structure and support for large programs (Prasad, 2016). It has also been used previously
to develop machine learning programs thus availability of plenty learning resources (Richert &
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Coelho, 2013). This research used Portable SQLite for database development. Both Python and
SQLite are open source utilities, which are fully compatible (Python, 2017).
3.6 System Debugging/Testing
This phase of the research involved installing, deploying, demonstrating and testing using pilot
and stress testing. It also involved checking and improving most of the non- functional
requirements, for example, ensuring the system is user friendly and accurate in terms of the results.
It also involved continuous programming and debugging until the desired outcome was realised.
3.7 User Evaluation
This involved testing the performance of the algorithm within the ideal banking environment.
Here, we were able to get the banks feedback as regards the algorithm and thus enforced needed
requirements and modifications.
3.8 Deliver to User
This phase entails operation, maintenance, upgrading and periodic evaluation of the algorithm
performance.
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Chapter 4: System Analysis and Design
4.1 System Analysis
This section discusses in detail the data requirements and analysis, functional and non-functional
requirements as well as giving a description of the algorithm.
4.1.1 System Requirements and Analysis
In order for the algorithm to capture and prevent phishing emails, it is mandatory to develop the
structure considering the malicious techniques present in phishing emails. It is thus from the
requirements analysis that one identifies the appropriate resources that will satisfy the needs and
requirements based on the objectives set.
According to Enfocus (Solutions, 2017), system requirements is an important process as it enables
the proposed system to capture the existing gaps. It also enables easy management of the end
solution as well as ensuring that the end product fits the organization structure. However, system
requirements requires that each need is broken down and defined clearly. A review of the flow of
all events as per the interaction of each requirement is then performed, so as that decision making
on whether or not the requirement is needed, becomes easier. System requirements analysis
enables creation of a development framework thus providing a good basis for all future works.
We can categorized system requirements into two, namely: Functional and Non-Functional
requirements (Solutions, 2017). Functional requirements entail the functions that the system must
do or deliver. They are the desired functionality that the client expects from the proposed system.
A functional requirement also describes the interaction between the system and its environment.
The functional requirements of the proposed algorithm are as follows:
i.

The algorithm should access the user’s email account frequently as per set schedule
time, and fetch all new emails. It should then proceed to:

ii.

Extract email details for each new email.

iii.

Perform anti-phishing email checks.

iv.

Store phishing email details.

v.

Flag the identified phishing email in user’s email inbox by moving it to the spam folder.
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The Non-Functional requirements of the proposed algorithm are as follows:
i.

The algorithm should be as accurate as possible to increase reliability.

ii.

The algorithm should be always available, as a client application. This will ensure that
it is always checking the user email account checking through any new email once
received.

iii.

The algorithm client should have sufficient internet connections to ensure effectiveness
in its performance.

iv.

The algorithm should not require a lot of maintenance.

v.

The algorithm should take very little time possible to perform its analysis given the
average number of emails received by the client.

vi.

The algorithm should be accurate, readily available while not interfering with the
overall email platform experience in order to increase the user level of trust.

vii.

The algorithm should be able to perform and achieve its requirements based on the
variety of checks implemented therein.

viii.

The algorithm should ensure security of the user’s emails. It should only delete
phishing emails.

ix.

In terms of the user’s perspective, the algorithm should work seamlessly. The user
should not have a clue of any undergoing anti-phishing analysis.

4.1.2 Description of the Algorithm
The algorithm runs on the client computer as opposed to the case of email scanners that work on
the mail server. The database used is SQLite portable thus no centralized storage is used. The
portable database only store email details of each and every email analysed, it does not store the
emails as they reside on the user’s email account. At first, the algorithm authenticates to the
email client’s account through the use of IMAP protocol. This login is independent and separate
from the user’s actual log in. Here, it is the algorithm which logs into the user’s account. After
successful login, it checks the inbox for any new emails and fetches the raw email contents.
The algorithm contains a set of phishing words that are used for training of the classifier. These
words include: click, here, attachment, link, agent, pdf, and zip among other that normally appear
with the body of many bank phishing emails. This set of words form the class category phish (𝑪)
and are used for calculating the predictor prior probability 𝒑(𝒙). This is done for each term in
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the training dataset 𝒙 = (𝒙𝟏 , … . . , 𝒙𝒏 ) where 𝑛 represent the number of independent features in
the training dataset.
Using the python library, Imaplib, the algorithm fetches the email body plain text part which
contains the links and the written text in the email. It applies regular expressions to remove the
encoded whitespace characters as a result of using IMAP protocol. The algorithm hashes this
part (the written text and links) to base64 and stores this in the database.
Using regular expressions, all links are separated from the written text. The algorithm then picks
the written text, tokenizes it to remove all unwanted symbols in order to remain with words only.
It then removes all stop words from this group of words and passes the remaining words to the
Naïve Bayes Classifier for calculation of the probability of phishing words existing among them.
At the Naïve Bayes Classifier, it proceeds to calculate the likelihood of each word: 𝒑(𝒙 | 𝑪) and
multiplies it with the probability of it being of class 𝒑(𝑪) to derive 𝒑(𝑪)𝒑(𝒙 | 𝑪). The
probability of the email being a phishing email is then derived as the total sum of 𝒑(𝑪)𝒑(𝒙 | 𝑪)
divided by the earlier predictor prior probability 𝒑(𝒙) of the training dataset. The algorithm
calculates the log of the probability of each term and adds them in order to obtain a negative
phish score. This is due to the fact that the log of all numbers between zero and one is a negative
value.
The algorithm then proceeds to analyse all the links obtained in the email body. Analysis of the
links are done by scanning each acquired link on Virus Total via the available Virus Total API.
The API enables one to get scan reports without using their HTML web interface. Virus Total is
a subsidiary of Google, is a free online malware, worms, viruses, trojans and other malicious
content analyser which has a huge blacklist and a wide range of scanners thus mitigating against
false positives that may be the case in using one or a few scanners (Quintero, 2017).
The algorithm then check the email attachments. Here it only picks the extension from the file
name and checks against a list of malicious file extensions and mime types. If the attachment is
found to be malicious, it adds to the negative reputation score of that email. The algorithm does
not extract any attachment, it only gets the filename of the attachment which is present in the
Content-Disposition part of every email body as per the RFC822 format.
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For each and every analysis done the reputation score is the cumulatively calculated taking into
consideration all checks performed. When an email gets a negative score from the classification
by the NPL (Naïve Bayes classifier), the algorithm recognizes that it is a phishing email and
gives it the reputation score of -5. However, the reputation from the malicious links is -15 and
that of the attachments -15 in order to increase the accuracy of the algorithm. A phishing email
has to have either a malicious attachment or a phishing link in order for it to be considered as an
attack. Thus the algorithm flags all emails with -15 as threats and this thus makes it extremely
difficult for the algorithm to flag a legitimate email. Moreover, all emails of the same content
(exact copy) sent to different clients will have the same score.
The algorithm uses this analysis as a reference to access the malicious email in the user’s inbox,
flag it as malicious and then transfer it to the spam folder. The algorithm continuously searches
for new emails, repeating the same process of analysis and flagging of phishing emails. When an
attacker sends a malicious email again, the algorithm identifies it because its hash already exists
in the database. It thus flags it with no need of performing the entire analysis all over again. This
is only the case in the event that the contents of the email body do not change. Therefore, the client
continues receiving and reading clean emails as usual.
4.2 System Design
This section contains a showcase of use case diagram, use case diagram description tables,
sequence diagram, data flow diagrams, activity diagram, class diagram and finally the entity
relation diagram.
4.2.1 Use Case Diagram
Use case diagrams describe the behaviour and action sets that the system should be perform while
it interacts with one or more external users of the system. The term use cases refers to the set of
actions performed by the system. Here the system is the subject while the external users are the
actors (UML-Diagrams, 2017). Figure 4.1 shows the use case diagrams for the anti-phishing
algorithm.
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Client Based Email Detection Algorithm.

Submit email login credentials

<<include>>

Perform phishing email checks.

<<include>>

Email User
View and read
safe emails only.

<<extend>>

Flag the phishing email.

<<include>>

Save phishing email details

Figure 4.1 Use Case Diagram
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4.2.2 Use Case Diagram Descriptions
Use case diagram descriptions are simple explanations of a system’s functions from the bird’s-eye
view of the users (Dennis & Tegarden, 2005). They contain all the information required to produce
use case diagrams. They are helpful in that they enable a detailed explanation of each required use
case individually. The use case diagrams, for all the use cases developed as shown in Figure 4.1,
are as follows:
Table 4.1 Submit Login Credentials Use Case Description
Use Case Name: Submit Login Credentials
Primary Actor: Email User

ID: 1

Importance Level: High

Use case type: Overview, Essential

Brief Description:
This use case indicates the algorithm will require user to provide email login credentials so that it
can authenticate to the mail server.
Trigger:
The algorithm shall be set to login and continuously check for new emails.
Relationships
Association: Email User.
Normal Flow of Events:
i. The algorithm prompts user to provide their email account username and password.
ii. The user provides the access credentials to the user’s email account.
iii. The algorithm continuously checks for any new emails and if it finds any it downloads it,
ready for the analysis
Assumptions:
i. The user has enabled IMAP authentication to their email account.
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Table 4.2 Perform Phishing Email Checks Use Case Description
Use Case Name: Perform Phishing Email Checks.
Primary Actor: Algorithm

ID: 2

Importance Level: High

Use case type: Detailed, Essential

Brief Description:
This use case describes how the algorithm will perform phishing email checks on the new download
emails.
Trigger:
Upon checking that there exists a new email for that particular user in the server.
Relationships
Association: Algorithm
Include: Submit Login Credentials.
Normal Flow of Events:
i. Obtain email details of any new unread email.
ii. Checks if the email hash value (base64 hash) already exists in the database under the threat
emails. If it does, it proceeds to move that particular email from the user’s email inbox folder
to the spam folder.
iii. Extract the email message. Using a Naïve Bayes Classifier, the algorithm performs analysis
of the words and provides a score.
iv. Extract the links and calculate their reputation based on feedback obtained from blacklists. If
malicious, increase phish reputation score.
v. Check for any malicious attachments and add up to the phish reputation score.
vi. Aggregate the sum of phishing score and provide the email reputation, as clean or as threat
email.
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Assumptions:
i. The algorithm performs anti-phishing analysis only on new emails at the point of
authentication.

Table 4.3 View and Read Safe Emails Use Case Description
Use Case Name: View and Read Safe Emails only.
Primary Actor: Email User

ID: 3

Importance Level: High

Use case type: Overview, Essential

Brief Description:
This use case indicates the email user, upon authenticating to their email account, will only see clean
emails in the inbox folder.
Trigger:
The user logs into their email account as usual.
Relationships
Association: Algorithm, Email User
Include: Perform phishing email checks.
Normal Flow of Events:
i. The user logs into their email account as usual.
ii. The user’s email inbox is free of any phishing emails.
iii. User reads emails as usual.
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Table 4.4 Flag Phishing Email Use Case Description
Use Case Name: Flag Phishing Email.
Primary Actors: Algorithm.

ID: 4

Importance Level: High

Use case type: Detailed, Essential

Brief Description:
This use case indicates that the algorithm flags any obtained phishing email after performing the
anti-phishing analysis.
Trigger:
Successful analysis indicates that the email is indeed a phishing email.
Relationships
Association: Algorithm, Email User
Extend: Perform Phishing Email checks.
Normal Flow of Events:
i. Get phishing email id from database under the threat emails.
ii. Refer to that particular email in the user’s inbox and flag it as phish by moving it to the
spam folder.

Table 4.5 Save Phishing Email Details Use Case Description
Use Case Name: Save Phishing Email Details.
Primary Actors: Algorithm.

ID: 5

Importance Level: High

Use case type: Detailed, Essential

Brief Description:
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This use case indicates that the algorithm saves the hash value of any obtained phishing email after
performing the anti-phishing analysis.
Trigger:
Successful analysis indicates that the email is indeed a phishing email.
Relationships
Association: Algorithm.
Include: Flag the Phishing Email.
Extend: Perform Phishing Email Checks.
Normal Flow of Events:
i. Save the full phishing email details to the database including the email hash value. The
hash value shall be unique and thus will shall help identify the same phishing email when
sent for second time.
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4.2.3 Sequence Diagram
Figure 4.2 shows the sequence diagram, which portrays the interaction among objects during the
anti-phishing algorithm operation.

USER

IMAP LOGIN

EMAIL
PLATFORM

ANTIPHISHING
ALGORITHM

DATABASE

Submit User Credentials
Verify User Credentials

Submit User Credentials
Verify User Credentials

Check and
Download new emails

Store the new email

Flag as phish in user inbox

Return ID of already existing
phishing email

Calculate message phishing score using the Naive-Bayes Classifer

Check for available phishing links

Check for any malicious attachments

Aggregate total email phishing score

Save malicious phishing email details
Flag email in user inbox
as phish before user opens it.

Open Inbox
View and read clean emails

Figure 4.2 Use Sequence Diagram
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Return phishing email ID

4.2.4 Data Flow Diagram
Data flow diagrams show the relationship between various components and transformation of data
input to output through a sequence of functional requirements. They consist of entities, processes
data stores and data flows (Vie, 2000). The Data Flow Diagrams for the algorithm are as follows:
4.2.4.1 Level 0
Figure 4.3 shows the Level 0 Data Flow Diagram, which portrays an overview of the interaction
between the external and internal entities during the algorithm analysis. It also indicates the
processes involved and the flow of data between the entities.

USER
EMAIL
ACCOUNT

USER
Login/Read emails

Provide login permissions/credentials

Download new emails

EMAIL
ANTI-PHISHING
ALGORITHM

Perform anti-phishing analysis
Flag Threat/Phishing emails

Figure 4.3 Data Flow Diagram Level 0
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4.2.4.2 Level 1
Figure 4.4 shows the Level 1 Data Flow Diagram, which portrays the detailed interaction between
the external and internal entities during the algorithm analysis.
Enter User Credentials
1.0
Algorithm

Success/Fail message

User Email Inbox

Login

Check for new emails

2.0
New Emails

Save email details

Download new
emails

Get new emails

Check if email hash exists

Hash doesn’t exist
Threat Emails

Flag Phishing emails

3.0

Get email ID

Open Inbox
Save email details

Anti-phishing
Analysis

4.0
User

Enter User Credentials

Login/View
Emails

Success/Fail message

Figure 4.4 Data Flow Diagram Level 1
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Read
Clean
Emails

4.2.4.3 Level 2
Level 2 diagram expounds more on the analysis process, focusing on the core process that must be
performed during the algorithm analysis. Figure 4.5 shows the core process that take place between
the interaction of both the internal and external entities.
3.1
User

Authenticate

Read emails

Login

User Email Inbox

2.1
Algorithm

Authenticate

Download new email

Login

Get email details

2.2
Threat Emails

Check if email hash exists

Perform
Anti-Phishing
Analysis

Get email reputation
Store threat email details

2.3
Compute
Email
Reputation
Score

Figure 4.5 Data Flow Diagram Level 2
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Flag phishing email

4.2.5 Activity Diagram
The activity diagrams provide an overview of the entire process flow of control (Dennis &
Tegarden, 2005). Figure 4.6 shows the complete process flow applied by the algorithm.
Algorithm first
authenticates to user
email platform.

Check for any new
emails.

Check if email hash
exists in threat
emails in the
database, if it does,
flag the email.

User continuously receives emails

Perform phishing
email checks.
User reads only clean emails then
exits the email system.
Calculate total email
reputation score

User has no idea of any
phishing email that was sent.
Save threat email
and flag it as phish
in the user email
inbox.

Figure 4.6 Activity Diagram
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4.2.6 Class Diagram
A class diagram is a static model that shows the classes and the relationships between them which
remains constant in the system over time (Dennis & Tegarden, 2005). Figure 4.7 shows the classes,
including both behaviours and states and the relationships between those classes.

Emails

Login
1:1

1:1

+Username: varchar
+Password: varchar
+Login()

+Id: int
+MsgId: varchar
+EmailFrom: varchar
+EmailSubject: varchar
+EmailDate: Date
+Attachment: varchar
+EmailBody: varchar
+checkNoOfNewEmails()
+getNewEmails()
+emailDetails()
+getLinks()
+getClassifyScore()
+getAttachments()

Threats

1:1

+Id: int
+email_From: varchar
+email_Subject: varchar
+email_Body: varchar
+written_Text: varchar
+email_Date: Date
+links_In_Email: varchar
+email_Attachment_Name: varchar
+email_Hash: varchar
+email_Hash_Count: int
+emailDetails()
+totalReputationScore()
+deleteEmail()

1:1

Figure 4.7 Class Diagram
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4.2.7 Entity Relation Diagram
Figure 4.7 shows the Entity Relation Diagram. It indicates that one user logs in to see their emails
on their email account. Out of the emails there exists a malicious email. There exists a one is to
one relationship between Login and Emails as well as between Emails and Threats table.

Figure 4.7 Entity Relation Diagram
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4.2.8 Database Schema
Figure 4.8 shows the Database Schema.

Figure 4.8 Database Schema
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Chapter 5: Implementation and Testing
5.1 Implementation
The algorithm development process entails the creation of classes and functions in python code
that would enable logging in to the user’s email account, performing the anti-phishing analysis and
finally flagging any phishing email identified.
For the purpose of classification of phishing emails through text classification by use of Naïve
Bayes classifier, email samples from I&M Bank as well as Berkeley Information Security and
Policy (Open Berkeley, 2017) were sampled. This enabled a clear understanding of the algorithm
requirements for development purposes. The training data fed to our classifier came from
analysing the most common words identified within the pool reported phishing email samples. We
also used the Google email platform for testing the algorithm. This meets the criteria, as the
algorithm only requires IMAP authentication permissions to clients email address.
The classes and functions were implemented using Python programming language while the
database was implemented using SQLite database. As discussed in the Literature Review section,
the algorithm includes Text Classification using Naïve Bayes Theorem, Extraction and Analysis
of email links and identification of any available malicious attachments. These follows after
successfully checking whether there exists any new emails, establishing the number of new emails
and finally extracting the email details of each new email.
As regards text classification, the classifier contains training data with which it uses to make
comparison against email message data. First, it creates a token of each word extracted from the
email message body converting it to lower case. Tokenization forms a bag of words to which stop
words are removed and the remaining words are later passed to the classifier for Naïve Bayes
calculation of phishing probability with reference to training dataset words. The classifier
calculates the phish probability score of these words and returns the total phish classification score
of that particular email.
Figure 5.1 shows how the algorithm checks for new emails in the user’s email account. In the event
it finds any new email, it initiates the fetching and extraction process. If there are no new emails,
it indicates that there are no new emails found. Here items refers to the id of the email as is in the
email inbox. The search function return email response (as result_status whose value is OK) and
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the items which is the id of the email. In the event one opens a new email account, the first email
received has the id of 1 and this value increments as new emails are received thus identifying them
uniquely.

Figure 5.1 Downloading a List of new Emails
As shown in Figure 5.2, the algorithm searches through the entire email body and extracts all the
valuable links.

Figure 5.2 Extraction of Links from Email Body
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Figure 5.3, shows the python code implementation of Naïve Bayes classifier.

Figure 5.3 Naïve Bayes classifier code
Figure 5.4 shows how the algorithm flags a threat email in the user’s inbox by sending it to the
spam folder.

Figure 5.4 Moving malicious email to the Spam folder
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5.2 Testing
Figure 5.5 shows a phishing email obtained from Berkeley Information Security and Policy. For
testing purposes, the email is sent to an email account to which the algorithm has accessed via
IMAP. The phishing email, “Paperless W2” (Open Berkeley, 2016), is an example of how CalNet
credentials can be compromised. CalNet is an online banking system that enables users to access
accounts from anywhere, view and verify transactions, check balances, print statements among
other banking relates activities. The finding of the email as reported by Open Berkeley include:
i.

The email contains a malicious link, which redirects the user to a counterfeit login page.

ii.

Recipient then enters their CalNet ID and password.

iii.

The attacker now has access to the user credentials.

Figure 5.5 Paperless W2 Phishing Email (Adapted from Open Berkeley, 2016)
Testing was done to confirm whether or not the proposed algorithm can detect the Paperless W2
email on Figure 5.5 as malicious. The account eorina9@gmail.com was used to send the phishing
email to another account orinaantiphish@gmail.com to which the algorithm has access to. Upon
authenticating, the algorithm detects that a new email has been sent. It then calculates its hash,
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having checked that it does not exist in the database and proceeds identify that the email does not
have any attachment as shown in the results on Figure 5.6 below.

Figure 5.6 Paperless W2 Phishing Email Detected
The algorithm then displays the email body (Similar to Figure 5.5). Figure 5.7 shows the results
of the extracted email body.

Figure 5.7 Email Body Extract
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After this phase, the algorithm then displays the raw email body as shown in Figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8 Extracted Raw Phishing Email Body
The algorithm then picks out important phishing email content. Figure 5.9 below shows results of
the important data derived from the email body.
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Figure 5.9 Threat Email Contents Captured
Figure 5.10 shows the results that are returned consisting of the classifier categorization and score.
This is after picking out important information and then removing stop words from the email
message and passing the remaining written text words to the classifier.

Figure 5.10 Email Body Text passed to Classifier
Figure 5.11 shows link analysis results of the link obtained from the email body. This is the link
analysis process which comes after the text classification phase. This is the algorithm begins

Figure 5.11 Malicious Link Analysis
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The next observation is on the entire analysis process done by the algorithm from the point it
detects a new email till it moves a malicious email to the Spam folder for an email that contains a
malicious attachment. Figure 5.12 shows a phishing email reported to I&M Bank Information
security office. The email was received by the Call Centre team. It was an attempt purportedly
targeting the Funds Transfer department with regards to swift payments.

Figure 5.12 Payment Alert (PLEASE CONFIRM) 31646 Phishing Email
On subsequent analysis, it was discovered that the attacker had attached a Trojan called
Trojan.Html.PhishAbode.elhpdg to an image in the page of the .html attachment. This would be
triggered upon clicking on the image after loading the attached html. There have also been
numerous attacks of this nature that have reached the target despite the enforced email filters.
To this effect, the code maintains a list of unwanted file mimes and extensions with which it filters
against extensions obtained from the attachment file name. This bears in mind the danger which
exists in trying to extract attachments as regards viruses and Trojans as well as the amount of time
it would take to scan each and every attachment.
The algorithm analyses the email as follows:
i.

The algorithm logs in, identifies the new email and calculates the hash of the written text
in the email body. If the hash value does not exist in the database, it proceeds check for
any available attachments. If the attachments exists, it picks the attachment’s extension for
filtering against the list of malicious extensions as shown in Figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.13 Email attachment extension acquired
ii.

It identifies the attachment’s mime type as is in the blacklist and flags it as malicious. It
then passes the written text to the classifier for NPL to be performed as shown in Figure
5.14.

Figure 5.14 Malicious email attachment mime type identified
iii.

It classifies the email as a threat based on the score of the malicious attachment and saves
information such a sender, time, email body, email attachment name and email id to the
database as shown in Figure 5.15.

Figure 5.15 Malicious email details saved in the database
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iv.

The algorithm then moves the malicious email to the Spam folder as shown in Figure
5.16.

Figure 5.16 Malicious email moved to the spam folder
v.

Figure 5.17 shows the malicious email in the inbox at 6:45 pm

Figure 5.17 Malicious email in User's email inbox folder
vi.

Figure 5.18 shows the malicious email moved from the inbox to the spam folder at 6:45
pm after analysis.

Figure 5.18 Malicious email moved to spam folder after analysis
vii.

On sending the same email again the algorithm check whether the same hash exists. It then
moves the email to the trash folder, increments the email_hash_count value of the database
and then stops the analysis.
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Figure 5.19 Already analysed email detected
viii.

Figure 5.20 shows sample emails analyzed and their details saved in the threats table.

Figure 5.20 Captured Malicious Emails in the Database
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Chapter 6: Discussions
6.1 Overview
This chapter discusses findings of this research in line with the earlier set objectives, research
questions and scope, providing an explanation on the key areas covered.
6.2 Discussion of Findings
As per chapter one of this documentation, the key objectives of this research were to be identify
types of phishing attacks, investigate on the linguistic techniques, develop and test the client based
anti-phishing algorithm. During the literature review, this research looked at the various types of
phishing attacks namely, the malware-based and the visual-similarity based phishing attacks. It
went on to identity the attack techniques that are used. The techniques include; use of malware
attachments, use of phishing links to redirect user to attacker’s malicious sites and use of luring
language that prompts the user to click the malicious links and open the malicious attachments.
This research settled at handing the phishing email attacks from the client side rather than at server
level. Therefore, it was necessary to create an algorithm that would authenticate to the user’s email
account and continuously check and analyse new emails, flagging any malicious emails identified.
Algorithm authentication led to the use of IMAP protocol. The email user first needs to enable
IMAP authentication on their email account and provide the login credentials to the algorithm
which would then perform the analysis repeatedly as per its scheduled time.
The second objectives of this research focused on the linguistic techniques that are used in the
phishing emails. This research was able to identify and detect the phishing words that are mainly
used in the banking phishing emails. Appendix A.3 shows how this data was incorporated to create
a training data set. Through algorithm reviews during the literature review, this research was able
to formulate a solution based on the Naïve Bayes classifier. The algorithm fetches all the new
emails, extracts the message body, tokenizes all the words and then tests them against the training
dataset to determine the phishing score of that particular email.
The research adds to the quality of email phishing analysis by looking at other aspects of phishing
emails other than the luring words. During this research, phishing links in emails were also looked
at. In the context of phishing, the anchor link which the user sees, provides a false description of
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the link. Therefore, this algorithm extracts all the links in downloaded emails and analyses their
reputation as either safe or malicious.
In the event malicious links are found, the algorithm increments the email’s phish reputation value.
Extraction of the links is important as it is not restricted by the nature in which the link is hidden.
For instance, phishing links can be embedded on photographs which the user sees and clicks
unaware of the intent. The algorithm also checks for a set format of attachments such as .exe, .msi,
.vb, .lib, .bat, .cmd among other file extension types used in malware attacks.

Figure 6.1 Malicious file extensions
The final phishing email reputation is a result of analysis of the email phishing words, the existence
of phishing links as well as the existence of any malicious attachments. All details of the
threat/malicious emails are stored in the database together with a hash value of the malicious email.
This is a hash of the written words plus the links within the email body to base64.
The algorithm uses the hash value to identify a previously sent phishing email and flag it as
malicious without need of performing the analysis again. The final objective of this research was
to test the accuracy of the algorithm. As shown in chapter five, various tests where done on the
algorithm. The algorithm proved easy to use and reduces the effect of phishing attacks through
flagging of the phishing emails.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion, Recommendations and Future Works
7.1 Conclusion
Extensive work has been done in this research relating to the Python Programming Language,
Email Architecture, Phishing attack techniques and the Naïve Bayes Theorem application in Text
Classification. The process of research has been quite intensive and thus bringing out more on
phishing and related algorithms which can be even of more use in future research. Much has also
been done to integrate the phishing detection algorithm in a real world setting. The end product is
useful for organizations and individuals who seek to be secured from malicious email attacks.
The major challenge that was faced during this research was identifying the best context in which
the algorithm would work and how it would be able to integrate many users. It also follows that
different email platforms use different protocols to receive emails. The most common ones are
POP3, IMAP and SMTP.
Moreover, the use of online Virus Total to perform testing was limited to a number of tries that
one is allowed to make per minute. The sending of phishing emails to a particular account, for
example a Gmail account, to see how the algorithm behaves in a real world setting was difficult
due to the fact that those domains are owned thus there no exclusive permission to test against
certain nature of phishing email attacks.
However, the algorithm proved useful as it was successfully able to send malicious emails to the
spam folder after analysis of the same. These emails had bypassed all the controls at server level
and managed to reach the user inbox folder. This research also clearly demonstrated the need to
focus on the three main aspects of phishing namely; the linguistic techniques, link analysis and
finally malicious attachment analysis. Both three aspects are fundamental towards detection and
flagging of malicious emails.
The approach used in this research demonstrates the importance of defence in depth as regards
email phishing attacks. It also proved easy to use as the user would only require to enter their login
credentials to the plug and play client based email phishing detection algorithm. Therefore, if
adopted and integrated with the various email platforms, the algorithm would go a long way in
preventing user from getting phishing emails in their email inbox folder thus mitigating the threats
resulting from phishing emails.
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7.2 Recommendations
The finding of this research were a success in bid to analyse new unread emails once they arrive
in the user’s email inbox folder, flag all phishing emails found and send them to the spam folder.
The algorithm gave positive result as per the subsequent tests carried out. However, the research
felt there is need to have more features and made the following recommendations:
(i) It is important for email platforms to implement Single Sign-On and third factor
authentication as is the case for Gmail email platform. Single Sign-On enables access to
multiple independent software components that are related on one single login instance.
This would enable guaranteed security by allowing login to email account via applications
such as the algorithm access while ensuring verification via third party authentication. Here
the user allows the algorithm to login to their account, upon which they will be notified of
the any other login attempt they have allowed.
(ii) Due to the large number of emails received by some users, there is need to increase the
speed of phishing analysis while maintaining accuracy. This can be achieved through
adaptive machine learning.
7.3 Future Works
The future improvements on the Anti-Phishing Email Algorithm include:
(i)

Creating a user friendly plugin that would enable the user to provide access credentials
thus ease in running the algorithm on client side browser. This will involve creation of
email application specific plugins to enable integration of applications such as Outlook
and Thunderbird with the algorithm. This will also enable continuous updates on the
algorithm to be done easily.

(ii)

As regards the Naïve Bayes classifier, optimizing term frequency estimation would
result to a greater percentage of accuracy of the algorithm in some classification cases.
For instance, the number of non-phish words can be equal to the number of phish words
in a phishing email message.

(iii)

Creation of enhanced ways of detecting malicious attachments.

(iv)

Applying machine learning techniques to make the algorithm adaptive in nature.
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